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Lesson #17

 The great white shark is one of the most mysterious and fearsome animals in 

the sea.  With huge teeth, a ferocious appetite, and a body that is over twenty feet in 

length, there is no match for this formidable creature.  However, the great white shark 

shrinks in comparison to the prehistoric megalodon.   

 Paleontologists believe that the megalodon was by far the largest shark that 

ever lived.  These primitive predators likely resembled great whites, but megaladons 

measured between fifty and seventy feet in length.  Their jaws were so massive that 

they would have been able to swallow a great white shark whole, and the bite force 

of their enormous teeth was several times that of a Tyrannosaurus Rex!  A megalodon 

could and would eat almost anything, including members of its own species.  The exact 

reasons for the extinction of the megalodon are unknown, but one cause may have 

been food scarcity.  Because of their size, megalodons required immense feedings just 

to survive, and smaller predators may have taken too much of their food supply.

  1 – 5.    Use context clues to match each word with its meaning.

  formidable                A)  scientist who studies prehistoric life

  extinction                  B)  hunter that eats animals 

  scarcity                       C)  powerful and scary

  paleontologist         D)  ancient 

  primitive                    E)  shortage 

  predator                    F)  disappearance

 
Study Strategy   
It is best to ask questions for clarification before the test actually 
begins.  The tester will usually ask if there are any questions right after 
instructions have been given, but you may not be allowed to ask any 
questions once the test starts.
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 6. Which of these is the best summary for the passage?

A)  The megalodon ate everything, even other megalodons.

B)  No one knows why the ancient megalodon went extinct, but animals often die out
      due to food scarcity.

C)  The megalodon was a sort of dinosaur that looked like a shark.

D)  Although the great white shark resembles the prehistoric megalodon, the
      megalodon was much bigger and much more powerful. 

 

 7. What does the item ask the test taker to do?

A)  Look at a map. 
B)  Write the names of two states that produced both lumber and fish.
C)  Name a natural resource used for exporting goods.
D)  all of these

 8. Which of these is the best answer to the test item?

A)  Natural resources provided the raw
      materials for producing many types of
      goods.  Moreover, the colonists could
      make a living by exporting their wares.

B)  All the states shown on the map had
     many opportunities for commerce.  The 
     people used the Atlantic Ocean for 
     shipping.

C)  Maine and New Hampshire were two
      states in which both lumber and fishing
      provided opportunities for commerce.
      The Atlantic Ocean allowed goods to be
      easily exported from these states.

D)  Maine produced lumber, blueberries, 
      potatoes, and fish, while New Hampshire 
      produced mostly lumber.

 
opportunities for commerce.  List the names of the states, along with the  
natural resource that allowed goods to be easily exported from them.


